
how to perform psychotherapy with these patients. It is
a theoretical and practical book.

A Problematic Psychiatry Book

The book is representative of the ideological warfare within
the psychiatry world between psychoanalysis and biology.
Theauthorsminimize the roleofmedications andneglect any
biological understanding of psychosis. They want this dis-
tance, as Steinman writes: “How can one ever get to the ‘lost
heart of the self ’ via excessive use of antipsychotic medica-
tion?” (p. xxii). I suppose the reason the authorswant to keep
their distance from biology is because they devalue this
understanding of the human being, writing, “To me, such
a practice is both objectifying of the patient, turning him into
an ‘it’or ‘theother,’ and ineffectual” (p. xxii). This is amistake.

The “ideological syndrome” of psychiatry, I think, is the
belief that a theoretical point of view is the correct one and
that others are wrong or inferior. Most of the time, our
theories are ours not because they are correct but because
they are the ones we are familiar with through our training
and practice. Our theories are the ones we learned to like; for
example, the authors claim that pharmacological care is only
aminor treatment, frequentlyoverused, andonlynecessary to
allowpsychotherapy.This is a frequentpsychoanalytical bias.
There are ways to bring together biology and psychoanalysis
as McHugh (2) and, more recently, Ghaemi (3) and Kendler
(4) have argued. A “no reductionistmaterialist” point of view,
not free of its own problems, could better explain the re-
lationship between brain and mind.

Looking formedication that affects the brain is an attempt
to repair the nature of psychiatry disorders; looking for the
correct psychotherapy that affects themind is also an attempt
to repair thenatureofpsychiatrydisorders.Wehumanbeings
are as deep as our brain organization goes and as our mind
complexity goes. Garfield and Steinman fall into the temp-
tation of considering that their personal point of view is the
deeper and more correct one, and of course, since they claim
to have cured some schizophrenic patients (p. xxii).

This brings us to the problemof evidence-basedmedicine.
Experience and intuition are necessary to practice medicine,
but so is the use of evidence, especially when considering
such a strong claim that psychodynamic psychotherapy can
cure schizophrenia. I know that proving this cure is ex-
tremely difficult and also that clinicians have to do many
things without strong evidence, but to argue that one can
solve the greatest challenge in psychiatry, to cure schizo-
phrenia, one needs the strongest evidence.
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In the preface to A Clinical Guide
to Psychiatric Ethics, Laura Weiss
Robertswrites that thebook is “about
approaching the ethical aspects of
mental health care—both subtle and
dramatic—with clarity, coherence, and optimism” (p. xiii). At
a time when there is much to be pessimistic about given
what we know, among other things, about burnout, declin-
ing compensation for physicians, increasing administrative
burden, and decreased job satisfaction as a result, Dr. Roberts
has achievedhergoal admirablyandeloquently. Inher clearly
written, exhaustively researched and referenced, and care-
fully synthesized most recent volume on psychiatric ethics,
she identifies the challenges facing our profession, distills
why they matter at the moral core, and carefully guides us to
not only address the challenges but to embrace them for not
just the future of our patients, our profession, and our society,
but as an imperative for ourselves as healers.

Ethics books may take many forms. Some are too theo-
retical. Some are so practically focused that they lack the
conceptual rigor tobemethodically action-guiding andend in
confusion. Others conflate ethics with law and regulation or
are so demanding that they may leave the competent and
well-intentioned professional feeling inadequate. Roberts
sails by all these potential pitfalls with a unique ability to
define and introduce ethical concepts, group them in six
established principles, incorporate relevant empirical data
and experience, and consistently focus the reader on which
values are primarily at stake as shemethodically unpacks the
greatest challenges before clinical and research psychiatrists.
Understanding thecorevaluesat stakeby identifying theroles
of beneficence, autonomy, nonmaleficence, justice, veracity,
and fidelity are key to striving for the good, she repeatedly
shows, and can offer a path forward to sound courses of action
and policy making in both clinical work and research.

The book is divided into three sections: Fundamentals,
Special Populations, and Evolving Topics. Each is a series
of chapters telling a story from past to present, engaging its
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topicwith a nuanced unpacking of history, professional norms
and values, the legal and societal landscape, and critical tools
for analysis and action guidance. Particularly valuable is the
sensitiveway inwhich the textmaintains clarity between legal
and ethical concepts. For example, in sections on confiden-
tiality and on the use of influence in high-risk situations, the
text clearly acknowledges applicable law in cases of legally
imposed duties to disclose information that would otherwise
be private in the context of a psychiatrist-patient relationship
but also engages ethical considerations. For example, in the
case of involuntary commitment of patients at risk of harming
themselves or others, the author highlights legal requirements
while also citing data from empirical research to underscore
the importance of respect for persons and beneficence not just
in spite of but especially because of the coercive nature of the
commitment.Empathy, listening to thepatient, andpreserving
any choice possible all lead to better outcomes and preserve
dignity for the patient.

Psychiatrists,Roberts argues,have skillsmaking themwell
suited to thedeliberativeprocess of ethics. Psychiatrists learn
to be attuned to affect, to observe behavior, to develop em-
pathy for patients’ experiences of illness and life, and to
critically appraise the contribution of their own life experi-
ences to their perception of others. These very clinical skills
prepare psychiatrists for the work of ethics, which Roberts
describes as requiring the sensitivity and ability to identify
ethical features of a patient’s care, the ability to see how
one’s own position and background may influence care, the
identification of one’s area of expertise, the foresight to an-
ticipate risky or problematic situations, the knowledge about
how to gather additional data and when to seek consultation,
and the ability to introduce and employ ethical safeguards
when needed. Because of these skills, psychiatrists have also
been valuablemembers of ethics committees from their early
inception.

However, these attributes of attunement and professional
concern for the patient also carry a heavy burden for psy-
chiatrists. Roberts engages the critically important topic of
psychiatrist wellness and responsibility to ourselves and to
the profession, current and future, if we are to continue to
practice ethically. Psychiatrists must be aware of their vul-
nerability to thedemandsof theirwork, support andbe aware
of the needs of colleagues, and ensure the integrity of the
profession going forward with careful attention to the po-
tential for harm and abuse of undergraduate and postgraduate
medical students and trainees. This guidance is solidly grounded
in the empirical evidence that Roberts cites (e.g., for suicide and
divorce rates among physicians, prevalence of burnout, studies
on student and trainee abuse, and perception of stigma). Ethical
practice begins with the competent and well psychiatrist.

Afinal strength of this text is the focus on innovation across
domains: clinical, technologic, and systemic. With examples
ranging from treatment innovation for a single patient to
genetic advances and from research participation to novel
systems of care, Roberts effectively models and employs the
combined power of the principles of ethics and the required
ethical skills of psychiatrists to offer practical guidance for
the way forward: identify the key values and issues at stake
and appreciate their strength as well as the inherent tensions
between them to create positive solutions consistentwith the
ideals of the profession.With such clarity, strength, and hope
for the future, this concise referencewould bewell placed on
every psychiatrist’s bookshelf.
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